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Bypass Processing
Polynomial Chaos Expansion
• handy surrogate model,ĝ (θ)
• needs to be parameterized
An ideal approximation method should provide:
• good approximation power
by Numerical Integration Methods

Point Estimate Method (PEM)
• Generator Function, GF [·], makes the difference • describes how sample points are directly determined in R n by:
by Numerical Integration Methods
Point Estimate Method (PEM)
• permutation • change of sign-combinations
Any statement about the ...
• approximation power ?
• computational load ?
• correct approximation for monomials of order 5
• PEM implies 2n 2 + 1 sample points (θ ∈ R n )
• PEM provides a workable compromise on accuracy and computational load
Illustration: In-silico example
• many degradation models include exponential terms Importance Measure
• θ 1 dominates the long-term progression
Summary
• In-line trains as moving sensors
• continuous track monitoring via low-cost sensor systems
• precise localization is mandatory
• ⇒ Multi-sensor concept for localization
• efficient algorithm to take account of uncertain parameters
• ⇒ combination of PCE and PEM
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